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Many thanks to Gloria and Carmel for looking after us so well and to the Committee 
for the kind invitation and their excellent hospitality. I was ably assisted by Anna 
Chrapala who was just beginning her Stewarding career and was extremely efficient 
and helpful and obviously enjoys the role.  Many thanks Anna, I hope you also 
enjoyed your day. Also, many thanks to our chauffeurs to and from the airport, very 
much appreciated. 
 

GRAND 4B CHAMPION MALE:  GR CC Howard's INT CH COCO WAVE CULT, (CRX n 
03). A very nice young lad of 1.5 years of age. Large ears really are almost mussel shaped, 
and wide at base, well set being rather high on head. Large oval shaped eyes set well apart 
and of good expression, golden yellow in colour with high cheekbones. Gentle curve to brow 
with a straight line to nose in profile, chin slightly set back, level bite. Slim, muscular body of 
good length with long slim legs and neat oval paws. Short coat has density and is waved and 
covers well, black with sparkling white, could be a little silkier in texture. Fine shape to tail, 
well covered and waved. A lovely cat to start the day. Best Overall Section 4 – 
congratulations. 
 

GRAND 4B PREMIER: GR PC Mackenzie's PR DADDYO TALKIE TOASTER, (DRX b) MN. 
Sweet lad of 19 months. Medium sized ears with small tufts are wide at base with flattening 
to top of head between. Oval shaped yellowy green eyes of good expression, set wide apart. 
Short wedge is wide at eye level with high cheekbones, slight whisker break to slightly 
narrow muzzle. Muzzle looks broader and ear set look better when out of pen and alert. 
Would like more stop to profile, good depth to chin which is slightly set back, level bite. 
Weighty boy with slim legs and oval paws. Chocolate coat covers generally and has waving, 
waving developing on flanks where coat re-growing, a little flat on spine. Tail thick in shape, 
well covered and is waved, a few guard hairs present. Timid, gentle lad. 
 
GRAND 5A CHAMPION MALE: GR CC Steele's CH LUXDON BUBBALOO (BUR n). A 
“pretty” boy of just over 2 years of age, head still to catch up with his body. Gentle rounding 
to top of head with medium sized ears set well. Yellow eyes, would like more length to lower 
and upper line. Profile shows a nose break, chin is slightly set back and could be deeper, 
long whiskers. A weighty body of good size with well shaped slim legs and oval paws. Warm 
toned brown coat lies well and of good texture. Slightly thick shape to tail, small tension to 
end. An active lad who poses well when settled back in his pen. 
GRAND 5A CHAMPION FEMALE: GR CC Taylor's CH GIRONA CHERIE (BUR a). 
Relaxed girl, sitting so calmly in her pen. Gentle rounding to top of head between medium 
sized ears of good set. Deep golden colour to expressive eyes of good shape and set. Short 
wedge with blunt muzzle, showing a good nose break to profile and level chin. Very nice mid 
blue colour to coat of good texture which has a lovely shine and lies very well, showing 
silvering. A 1.5 year old girl with good weight and feel to feminine body of good size and 
depth to chest, slim legs and oval paws. Tail tapers to end, could have a little more length, 
small invisible pip at end. Handles well and in lovely condition.  
 

GRAND 5A PREMIER MALE: GR PC Sluiters' PR SLIABH GINHIROYUKI, (BUR c). A very 
gentle lad coming up to 3 years of age. Medium size to well set ears with slight rounding to 
top of head between. Large golden eyes set well. Short balanced wedge with blunt muzzle, 
nose break to profile with a level chin, could be deeper. Mature body of very nice size and 
weight with good depth to chest, slim legs and oval paws. Darker lilac coat with a warm tone 
and a shine, lies well and in good condition. Tail tapers to end, could have a tad more length. 
 
CORNISH REX ADULT: BOB awarded to: Howard's INT CH COCO WAVE CULT, (CRX n 
03) M. 
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SPYNX ADULT MALE: 1CC Patterson's ISIDA NINJA, (SPH n). Large ears are wide at 
base and set well. A lot of wrinkles to forehead and face. Serious expression to eyes set 
wide apart, would like larger in size, prominence to cheeks. Very strong head with gentle 
rounding to muzzle and prominence to whisker pads, showing a break to muzzle. Flattening 
to forehead with a slight stop to profile, level chin and bite. Well developed for his 15 months, 
being strong and muscular, quite a lot of wrinkles on neck and shoulders, with long slim legs, 
long toes to paws. Long slim tail. Delightful nature to this friendly boy. 
SPYNX ADULT FEMALE: 1CC & BOB 1st C - Sipailiene's SKINDEX KONA, (SPH n 03).  A 
pretty young girl, just into adulthood at 9.5 months of age. Large ears are wide at base and 
set well, a few wrinkles to flattened forehead. Very nice expression to large lemon shaped  
eyes of yellow colour, prominence to cheekbones. Gentle rounding to muzzle with good 
prominence to whisker pads, showing a slight break, a little coat present. Flattened plane to 
forehead in profile with a slight stop, chin could be firmer, level bite. Good weight and feel to 
feminine body of good size, long slim legs with long toes to paws. Fine, long tail.  
2nd - Kornat's MAOL AMIDALA NOIR, (SPH n 32) F. Another young girl of 9.5 months of 
age and of very nice type. Large ears of good shape and set, wide at base, with some coat 
to backs. Lovely expression to large blue, lemon shaped eyes which are set well, 
prominence to cheeks. Rounding to muzzle showing a break and prominence to whisker 
pads, some coat present. Profile shows flattening to forehead with a slight stop, level bite, 
chin slightly set back. Good weight and feel to slim, feminine body of good size, long slim 
legs and long toes to paws. Fine shape to tail, bristle at base, has full coat present near to 
the end down to tip. 
 
EGYPTIAN MAU ADULT: 1CC & BOB Ervine's ACCLAIM IRRESISTIBLE IVY, (MAU ns 24) 
F. A mature girl of 3.5 years of age. Gentle rounding to top of head between medium ears 
which are well set. Large rounded almond green eyes set straight with a slight upward slant 
to lower line, good breadth between with uniform width to nose. Moderate wedge with slight 
contour to nose line in profile, level chin and bite. Clear M to forehead and facial markings 
with lines over head breaking into spots on shoulders. Good definition to black spots and 
markings on a silver base, broken spots to spine line into dorsal stripe, spotted tummy, 
broken necklace. Good resilience to coat texture with density and has a shine. Rather 
weighty body therefore not quite the elegant look, of good size and length, with slim legs and 
small oval paws. Slim tail is well marked and tapers to end, could be longer in length. A 
gentle girl who was very nervous and tense.  
 
USUAL ABYSSINIAN KITTEN: 1 & BOB Healy's DANAKIL'S GERONIMO, M. Initially a 
sleepy boy when I came to him but once awake lapped up the attention and showed himself 
well. Large ears are well cupped and wide at base, good breadth to gently rounded top of 
head between. Large hazel eyes of good expression, rounded almond in shape with a slight 
oriental slant and good width between, Slight indentation to muzzle which is slightly rounded, 
slight break to nose in profile with level chin, could be deeper, teething at present with 
double canines. Slim body of very good weight and size at 5.5 months of age, with slim, 
nicely shaped legs, black on hocks, and oval paws. Very good coat texture, having the slight 
resistance desired, of a very good rich golden brown colour with rich apricot to base, well 
defined black ticking. Lovely shape and length to tail with a black tip. A super nature to this 
lovely kitten, Best Section 4 kitten – many congratulations. 
 
BLUE ABYSSINIAN KITTEN: 1 & BOB Healy's SAND LION ZOLDI, F. A cheeky, 5.5 month 
old girl, very alert and interested in all around. Very large ears, wide at base and well 
cupped, slight rounding to top of head between. Deep golden eyes of good rounded almond  
shape having a slight oriental slant and set well apart. Gentle rounding to muzzle with a 
slight indentation. Profile shows a slight nose break, chin could be firmer, teething at present  
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with sore gums. Very feminine, slim girl of good weight with long slim legs and neat oval 
paws. Soft blue coat with darker blue-grey ticking to coat with deep warm mushroom 
colouring on throat, chest, tummy and legs, pale base coat. Tail tapers to end, could have 
more length to reach shoulders, blue tip. In good condition. 
 
SPHYNX KITTEN: 1 & BOB Patterson's DESHABILLES MOSES, (SPH a 02 63) M. 
Attractive odd eyed white boy just coming up to 5 months of age. Large ears are well set and 
wide at base, a little coat to backs. Attractive blue patch to head, around eyes and tip of 
ears. Large lemon shaped eyes are well set and of good expression, prominence to 
cheekbones. Gentle rounding to muzzle with prominence to whisker pads, showing a slight 
break, some coat on muzzle.  Few wrinkles to flattened forehead, in profile he has a slight 
stop, level chin and bite. Very nice feel to slim muscular body of good weight and size, long 
slim legs with long toes to paws. Fine shape to blue tail, as though it had been painted! 
Lovely nature and purr. 
 
DEVON REX NEUTER MALE: BOB awarded to: Mackenzie's Pr DADDYO TALKIE 
TOASTER, (DRX b) MN. 
 
DEVON REX NEUTER FEMALE: 1PC French's DADDYO THREE PATCH PROBLEM, 
(DRX gs).Gentle, slightly reserved girl, nearly 10 years old now. Flattening to top of head 
between medium sized ears, wide at base. Oval pale green eyes set well apart, nice 
expression. Short wedge is wide at eye level with high cheekbones, muzzle a little narrow, 
looked to have better breadth when out of pen and alert, slight whisker break. Profile shows 
a stop, small bump to nose, chin could be deeper and firmer, level bite. Medium sized body 
of good weight with well shaped legs and oval paws. Coat is waved and has good density, 
covers well, a little untidy in places. Tail of medium length, well covered and has waves.  
 
BROWN BURMESE ADULT MALE: BOB awarded to Steele's CH LUXDON BUBBALOO 
(BUR n). 
 
BLUE BURMESE ADULT FEMALE: Taylor's CH GIRONA CHERIE (BUR a). 
 
CHOCOLATE BURMESE ADULT MALE: 1CC & BOB Patience's JANAGAR TREASURE. 
Well developed lad at just one day over 1 year. Medium sized ears, very mobile due to his 
nervousness and timidity, good breadth between. Golden yellow eyes of good set. Blunt 
muzzle to wedge with flattening to forehead, acceptable nose break to profile with level chin 
but could be deeper. A weighty lad with good depth to chest, well shaped legs and paws. 
Darker chocolate coat lies close and of good texture. Tail tapers to end, of medium length. A 
gentle lad. 
 
LILAC BURMESE ADULT MALE: 1CC & BOB Steele's RAINSONG PLATINUM JUBILEE. 
A well developed lad of 14.5 months. Medium sized ears of good set with rounding to top of 
head between, slightly heavy brow. Golden yellow eyes of good set. Blunt muzzle to wedge 
showing a nose break to profile, slight bump to nose, level chin, jowls developing. Very 
weighty body of good size with slim legs and oval paws. Mid lilac colour to coat which lies 
well. Tail tapers to end. Lovely purr to this gentle boy. 
 
RED BURMESE ADULT MALE: 1CC & BOB Redmond's GIRONA BARNABY. Medium 
sized ears of good shape and set well, slight rounding to top of head between, flattening to 
forehead. Golden eyes of good size and shape. Blunt muzzle to wedge with an acceptable 
nose break to profile, level chin could be deeper. Slim, muscular body of good weight and 
feel with slim legs and oval paws. Rich tangerine colour to coat which lies well and of good 
texture with a shine, a few smudges on legs. Tail thick in shape, would like more length. 
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A young lad of 17 months, feeling his hormones I think and a little “on his toes” but handled.  
 
CREAM BURMESE ADULT FEMALE: 1CC & BOB Steele's RAINSONG AURELIA. A very 
sweet, gentle natured girl of nearly 11.5 months of age, a real “chocolate box” look and 
handled well. Neat, small ears with slight rounding to top of head between. Golden eyes of 
good set. Short blunt wedge with a nose break to profile, short nose, chin level. When I first 
came to this girl I thought she was a kitten, she is very small for her age, although of good 
weight and feel for size, slim legs and neat oval paws. A dark cream colour to coat of 
medium length, with some faint markings on legs and on tail. I did hesitate for sometime on 
awarding the certificate, but she won me over in the end. 
 
BROWN TORTIE BURMESE ADULT: 1CC & BOB Patience's GIRONA SATINE. A lovely 
girl whom I liked very much. Gentle rounding to top of head of good breadth between ears of  
good set, shape and size. Large yellow eyes of very nice shape and set, very good 
expression. Blunt muzzle to balanced short wedge with a nose break to profile, slight bump 
to nose, level chin of good depth. A mature girl coming up to 3 years of age, with body of 
good weight and feel with good depth to chest, slim legs and oval paws. Good shine to close 
lying tortie coat with mingling of dark brown and varying shades of red. Attractive small pale 
red “blob” on nose. Tail of good shape, tapering to end and of good length. Very friendly girl, 
starting to call? She went on to be Best Section 5 winner, congratulations 
 
AOC TORTIE BURMESE ADULT: 1CC & BOB Patience's GIRONA BABUSHKA, (BUR h). 
An alert girl coming up to 3 years of age, interested in all around. Medium sized ears, held a 
little high, of better set when out of pen. Large chartreuse eyes of good set. Blunt muzzle to 
wedge with a nose break to profile, bump to nose, level chin but could be deeper. Good 
weight and size to body with slim legs and oval paws. Medium length to coat of mid 
chocolate and shades of red tortie mingling. Tail tapers to end, would like more length.  
 
ASIAN TABBY KITTEN: 1 & BOB Steele's LUXDON MADAME MAYHEM, (ASH f 25) F. 
 A dinky kitten, one day short of 6 months. Gentle rounding to top of head between medium 
sized ears, held a little high. Deep gold colour to eyes of good set and shape. Clear M to 
forehead and facial markings. Short wedge with blunt muzzle, profile shows a nose break, 
small bump to nose, chin falls away, she was not overly happy for mouth to be touched, 
probably teething. I would like her to have more weight and be bigger for her age, a lot of 
growing to do. Tabby markings to slim legs with oval paws. Kitten coat of medium length at 
present with some guard hairs, showing definite ticking and rich tortie mingling. Tail could 
have more length. A pretty, playful kitten. 
 

 LILAC BURMESE NEUTER: BOB awarded to: Sluiters' PR SLIABH GINHIROYUKI, (BUR 

c) M. 
 
BROWN TORTIE BURMESE NEUTER: 1 PC & BOB Taylor's Ch BACKCHAT NIFTY 

NUTMEG. Gentle rounding to top of head between medium sized ears of good set. Large 
chartreuse eyes well set and of good shape. Blunt muzzle to balanced wedge with an 
acceptable nose break to profile, chin slightly set back and could be deeper. A mature girl of 
4.5 years of age, very nice weight and size to body, of good bone and with good depth to 
chest, slim legs and oval paws. Lovely shine to close lying dark brown and red mingled coat. 
Good shape to tail. A timid lass who loved the cuddles, probably not helped by being end of 
the row, a dear little plaintiff voice.  
 
ORIENTAL NON SELF ADULT: Wrong colour – KOSINSKA’S SENSAY SAPHIE (OSH f 03 
21 33) F. A lovely girl of just under 1 year of age. Of very good overall type but she is a silver  
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tortie tabby and white and therefore had to wrong colour her. Large ears wide at base and 
set well with good breadth between and continuing lines of her head. Lovely expression to 
clear blue eyes with good depth to colour, of oriental set and slant. White on dome and small 
amount on face. Balanced wedge with just a slight bump to noseline in profile, level chin and 
bite. Muscular, long body of good weight and size with long slim legs and neat oval paws. 
Sparkling white on all legs, haunches, chest and tummy. White to body with silver tortie 
tabby patches, over 50% in total. Coat is very short and close lying with a shine and of good 
texture. Tortie tabby tail of fine shape and of good length. Very good temperament and 
poses well. 
 
SIAMESE SELF POINTED ADULT: 1 CC & BOB Dowds & Cahoon's NITERAP TRUMP 
CARD, (SIA c) M. Mature lad, heading towards 4 years of age. Large ears are wide at base 
with a tendency to hold low some of the time, he was very timid, but do continue lines to  
wedge. Vivid blue eyes of oriental set and slant. Long wedge showing a pinch. Bump to nose 
line in profile when looking from one side, but not the other! Chin just level, no small teeth 
now. Lovely elegant body, muscular and of good weight and feel, slim legs and oval paws. 
Fine, close lying magnolia coat of very nice texture with tonal shading, mid lilac points, 
showing contrast. Tail tapers to end. In lovely condition. 
 
NON-PEDIGREE PET S/H TABBY OR TABBY & WHITE: 1 & BOC Fleming's TORA, (NPS 
n 22) MN. Brown  tabby lad who was very relaxed in his pen and not bothered by all going 
on around him. Clear yellow eyes, nice expression. Very well developed, weighty body  
for his age, not yet two. Clear pattern on coat of nice texture. A gentle lad in lovely condition, 
who was Overall Best Household Pet at the end of the day, congratulations, well deserved. 
 
PEDIGREE PET S/H SELF (Single Colour) with or without White: 1 & BOC  Weldon's 
JODY, (PPS e 03) MN. Well wrapped up lad, very comfy in his blanket. Clear, pale bluey 
green eyes, nice expression. Very nice size and weight. An older gentleman of nearly 7 
years of age and in good condition. Well presented. 
 
PEDIGREE PET S/H AOC OR PATTERN NEUTER MALE: 1 & BOC Weldon's CANICE, 
(PPS n 03 33). Alert lad of 4.5 years of age, watching all around. Seal point and white 
bicolour, a large, mature lad in fine condition. Bright, pale blue eyes. A lovely boy with 
outgoing personality. 
PEDIGREE PET S/H AOC OR PATTERN NEUTER FEMALE: 1. Lawless' PEPPER, (PPS 
as). In a beautifully dressed pen, sitting very comfortably. A mature girl of very good size, 
just a couple of months over 3 years of age. Clear, bright green eyes and very nice blue coat 
showing a silver sheen. Presented well and in fine condition.  Not overly happy to be 
handled. 
2. Harte's GILLIAN, (PPS f 33). A “sleeping beauty”, displaying her jewels and regalia. 
Expressive blue eyes. Dainty girl of good weight and feel. A little nervous but very comfy and 
warm in her bed. 
 
PEDIGREE PET S/H KITTEN: 1 & BOC French's BOSIE, (PPS n) MN. Cute chap, alert and 
enjoying himself. Nice sized boy with a lovely purr, good shine to coat. A real shoulder cat 
and lapped up the cuddles and so happy playing with his toy in the pen. Not at all phased by 
all going on, super temperament. Best Pedigree Pet in Show, congratulations. 
 
MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES: BREEDERS BURMESE ADULT: 1. Steele's CH LUXDON 
BUBBALOO (BUR n). 
 
AV SECTION 5 & 6 NON-BREEDERS ADULT: 1. Redmond's GIRONA BARNABY (BUR d) 
M. 
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2. Steele's RAINSONG AURELIA (BUR f) F. 
Extra 2. DOWS & CAHOON’S NITERAP TRUMP CARD (SIA c) M. 
 
BREEDERS SECTION 4 KITTEN: 1. Patterson's DESHABILLES MOSES, (SPH a 02 63) M. 
 
AV SECTION 5&6 NON-BREEDERS NEUTER: 1. Sluiters' PR SLIABH GINHIROYUKI, 
(BUR c) M. 
 
HOUSEHOLD PET MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES: AC KITTEN: 1. French's BOSIE, (PPS 
n) MN. 
 
JUNIOR CAT (UNDER 2 YEARS): 1. Fleming's TORA, (NPS n 22) MN. 
 
SENIOR CAT (2 – 7 YEARS): 1. Weldon's CANICE, (PPS n 03 33) MN 
2. Lawless' PEPPER, (PPS as) FN 
3. Weldon's JODY, (PPS e 03) MN 
Extra 3 . Harte's GILLIAN, (PPS f 33) FN 
 
LIMIT CAT OR KITTEN: 1. Lawless' PEPPER, (PPS as) FN 


